T HE CONTEMPORARY REVIVAL of just-war doctrine has tended to center around issues of nuclear deterrence and defense. Comparatively little has been done by just-war analysts regarding conventional war except for the conventional dimensions of the Vietnam War, e.g. regarding the bombing of the North.
the development of a comprehensive just-war doctrine on the subject. This is the phenomenon of terrorism and counterterrorism.
TERRORISM
The use of terror as a form of violent coercion defies the principles both of ordinary military arts and sciences and just-war doctrine. 3 The essence of ordinary warfare is the employment of military force against military force, i.e. counterforce. All wars involve so-called "countervalue" strategies that attack nonmilitary targets, causing "collateral damage." However, an excessive emphasis on countervalue strategies is usually condemned as terror, e.g. "terror bombing," wherein the military utility of the attacks is small and the countervalue damage disproportionate.
Terror strategies make little pretense at counterforce warfare. Countervalue attacks leading to major damage to noncombatants and nonmilitary targets are not collateral; they are the principal, sometimes the sole, form of violent coercion used by terrorists. The key justification for terror is not "military necessity" but, rather, the political and psychological necessity of shocking and paralyzing a target society and/or regime. Terror seeks the multiplier effects of attacks on targets associated with everyday life-marketplaces, buses, commercial aircraft, popular restaurants and bars, department stores-that have no military significance. 4 The threat that any of these familiar components of everyday life may be attacked violently at any time places whole societies in a state of apprehension and insecurity. The terrorists seek to erode and, ultimately, collapse all confidence in the existing political and social order.
Since the systematic use of terror as the principal, or even sole, means of warfare departs almost entirely from the familiar claims of military necessity, terror cannot meet the requirements of just-war doctrine. No matter how just the cause, no war is just that fails to meet all of the justwar jus ad bellum and jus in bello conditions, including those of proportion and discrimination.
There is no military referent for terrorist proportionality of means; its genius is shocking disproportion-unless one accepts a terrorist version of the proposition that all means are justified in the pursuit of a higher just cause. Even if one were tempted by an argument of ultimate proportionality, however, there would be no way to accept the systematic violation of the principle of discrimination that is central to terrorist strategies. The targets are almost always the innocent, the noncom-bâtant, the victims who fortuitously happen to be on the bus or in the marketplace or on the aircraft when the terrorist bomb explodes or when hostages are taken.
The only way that terrorists can justify measures that are indiscriminate by ordinary standards is to treat all persons of a targeted society or class as enemies deserving death (a position sometimes taken by PLO terrorists with respect to all Israelis, including women and children, and by some European terrorists attacking the established order and society). Such a genocidal claim can obviously not be accepted.
If there is no just terrorism, there remains the question of just counterterrorism. Just-war doctrine has never excused violations of its standards because of the unjust behavior of the adversary. The target of terrorism must not respond in kind in the manner of gangster vendettas. All of the just-war requirements must be met by the state confronted with a terrorist challenge. Israel has been meeting this kind of challenge from its early years. In recent times the United States and other nations have increasingly been subjected to terrorist attacks and attempted blackmail. Public debate over counterterror strategies has become almost continuous. While we await the development of a comprehensive justwar doctrine for revolutionary/counterinsurgency wars, we can and should confront the clear and present danger posed by terrorism and the necessity for some just-war guidelines for the conduct of counterterror deterrence and defense. This article will undertake to demonstrate how counterterror strategies can be analyzed in just-war terms, using recent examples of Israeli and U.S. counterterror measures as the bases for the analysis.
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COUNTERTERROR STRATEGIES
Protection against terrorist attacks takes many forms: good intelligence, effective security operations, measures to prevent aerial highjacking, tight control of borders, prompt prosecution and punishment of terrorists, and co-operative extradition agreements and practices. The incidence and effects of terrorism can be significantly reduced by such defensive means.
Such measures have their limits. International co-operation is erratic, even among friends and allies. International conventions have had little effect on the terrorist problem. 6 There are always too many escape hatches. Notoriously, one nation's "terrorists" may be viewed with sympathy by others and protected. Even when friends agree that certain terrorists deserve punishment, they may be deterred by political or economic considerations from offending states friendly to the terrorists. Some states are so fearful of terrorist attack that they avoid offending various terrorist organizations. More could be done to present common fronts against terrorism by like-minded states. However, even if present co-operative counterterror efforts were greatly improved, terrorism would continue. This is the heart of the counterterror problem. No combination of defensive measures can prevent some terrorists from carrying out their attacks on vulnerable targets. Terrorists commonly display a high level of fanaticism and indifference to death. Moreover, not all terrorists are killed on their missions. If imprisoned, they become the rallying point for more terrorism aimed at securing their release.
Accordingly, nations confronted with major terrorist threats turn to strategies of deterrence and to defensive counterterrorist measures. These strategies challenge modern just-war doctrine, which has never adequately come to grips with the problem of deterrence and which tends to emphasize a purely defensive interpretation of the right of legitimate self-defense. It is important, therefore, to clarify the nature of counterterror deterrence and offensive strategies.
While we are aware of the deterrent potentialities of conventional postures, nuclear deterrence has dominated empirical and normative analyses of deterrence. Since, thank God, no nuclear wars have been fought, moral analyses of deterrence have been principally concerned with the issue of threatening actions that would be morally dubious if ever carried out, in order to have a high probability that they never would be carried out. This debate has been possible because there has been no necessity of demonstrating what, in fact, a nuclear war would produce. This is not the case in counterterror deterrence and defense. No counterterror deterrent posture has been or could be so effective that it deterred terrorism altogether. The "unacceptable damage" that is threatened by counterterror deterrence must be inflicted from time to time in order that the deterrent have credibility. Moreover, given the fanaticism of some terrorists, the unacceptable damage that is threatened cannot be limited to the terrorist forces. Terrorists need sanctuaries and bases. It is against these sanctuaries and bases that the deterrent threats must be directed and against them that those threats must be validated by offensive counterterror operations.
Accordingly, counterterror strategies tend to have a dual rationale: deterrence and preventive attrition. Counterterror strikes may discourage someone-terrorists, their supporters, those whose territory they use for bases-from continuing their attacks. In any event, if the counterterror strikes hit targets vital to the terrorists' operations, they may pre-empt or prevent some attacks and they may have a long-term counterforce attrition effect on the terrorists' capabilities and will.
Neither deterrence nor preventive/attrition rationales require that the counterterror party restrict itself to case-by-case retaliation for terrorist attacks. However, the pattern of hostilities often has that appearance. This is explained by a third rationale for counterterror strategy, namely, maintenance of home-front morale. A shaken people demands that its government punish those responsible for terrorist outrages. Counterterror strikes will, accordingly, frequently be launched after a major terrorist attack or series of attacks, even though they have been long planned and could have been carried out at any time when circumstances seemed propitious. Nevertheless, counterterrorist policies of a state such as Israel that has a major and continuing counterterror requirement emphasize freedom to hit terrorist targets at times and places of the counterterrorist's own choosing.
Counterterror deterrence/defense, nevertheless, tends to react to a pace set by the terrorists. This kind of war may seem discontinuous, but although it has its ebbs and flows it never stops. When the terrorists strike, the responses of the counterterror belligerent aim at deterrence and preventive/attrition effects of three interrelated targets: the terrorists, the people whose support or acquiescence makes possible the terrorists' operations, and the sovereign state that is promoting the terrorism or allowing its jurisdiction to be a terrorist base.
The need to deter terrorism by punishing the local populations and sovereign states that support or tolerate terrorist activities within their territories leads counterterror strategies into practices that raise controversial just-war issues. Certainly, countervalue attacks against areas from which terrorists operated would tend to be both disproportionate and indiscriminate. In Israeli practice and in the U.S. attack on Libya, April 15, 1986, the intention was to conduct counterforce warfare with minimum collateral damage. The Israelis, however, despite their claim to minimization of collateral damage, argue that some collateral damage may in any case be justified by its deterrent effects. If a local population and its government are sufficiently injured and put at risk by responses to terrorist operations, they may be motivated to curb or eliminate those operations. In any event, by supporting or tolerating terrorist activities local populations and their state may lose their pretensions to neutrality and nonbelligerent status. In a typical statement justifying an Israeli raid against terrorists in Jordan following four terrorist attacks in Israel in 1966, General Yitzhak Rabin explained blowing up 14 Jordanian houses in two villages because of their alleged use by the terrorists as follows: "The operation was intended to make it clear to Jordan, and to the population which is collaborating with Fatah, and to Fatah members themselves, that as long as this side of the border will not be quiet, no quiet will prevail on the other side " 7 The United States has not adopted this view, which might be termed "counterforce-plus" (limited but intentional collateral damage). However, U.S. rules of engagement (ROEs) for counterterror strikes specifically emphasize the right to hit terrorist targets that are colocated with civilian targets.
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In the period from October 1985 to April 1987 there was a significant sample of terror-counterterror hostilities. This period will be reviewed to serve as a basis for normative analyses of the counterterror strategies employed by Israel and the United States. In this review Israeli practice will dominate, since Israel has been obliged to conduct the most active of contemporary counterterror operations. The normative analyses will include references to positive international law. However, international law is demonstrably inadequate as a guide to just conduct of counterterror strategies. Just-war doctrine provides a more comprehensive, as well as a more realistic, basis for normative analysis. In this regard it is interesting to note that the U.S. Government and the U.S. armed forces have increasingly stressed just-war concepts rather than international legal arguments in their pronouncements on and discussions of contemporary counterterror operations.
TERRORISM/COUNTERTERRORISM: SEPTEMBER 1985-APRIL 1987
The period here reviewed begins with the killing of three Israelis by terrorists in Larnaca, Cyprus, September 25, 1985 . It includes the Israeli attack on PLO headquarters in Tunisia, October 1, 1985; the terrorist seizure of the cruise ship "Achille Lauro," October 7-9, 1985; the U.S. Navy's interception of an Egyptian plane carrying the PLO terrorists who had seized the "Achille Lauro" and killed the American passenger Leon Klinghofer; the terrorist attacks on El Al counters in Rome and Vienna, December 27,1985; King Hussein's efforts to form a negotiation front with the PLO and to develop a viable peace process with U.S. cooperation; the U.S. Navy's challenges to Libya's "Line of Death" in the Gulf of Sidra; the explosion of a bomb in a TWA plane en route from 14 Israel was enjoined to refrain from further aggression and to pay reparations to Tunisia. No mention was made of the terrorist attacks on Israel that had preceded the raid.
The passage of the Security Council resolution was made possible by the abstention of the United States, which declined to use its veto as it had done routinely for many years with respect to one-sided condemnations of Israel. U.S. Ambassador to the UN Vernon Walters explained that, inter alia, the U.S. owed a debt to Tunisia for accepting PLO elements when they were evacuated from Beirut in 1982. Thus, the United States went from strong support of the Israeli raid and acceptance of its rationale to acquiescence in the Security Council's condemnation of the raid and rejection of its rationale. 17 If a state is continually attacked by terrorists operating from neighboring states, it would seem to be in a state of self-defense. This is true a fortiori if the terrorists have declared war on the target state and vowed to eliminate it. 18 Notwithstanding the fact, explained above, that self-defense measures might often be timed to respond to terrorist attacks, the goals of deterrence and preventive/ attrition would seem reasonable as expressions of self-defense against continuing terrorist attacks from countries that either supported or tolerated them.
The Israeli predicament demonstrates graphically the problem of continued adherence to the UN jus ad bellum. In UN practice this law is a simplistic "no-first-use" regime that ignores the development of deadly forms of indirect aggression and denies the right to take military measures against another state unless there is a clear "armed attack," presumably in the form of conventional aggression. In the case of Israel, moreover, political and ideological biases have been so great that only U.S. vetoes have protected the Israelis from an unrelieved succession of Security Council condemnations. At the same time, the UN offers Israel no relief from its security problems with terrorists operating freely from Arab states.
The legacy, then, of the Israeli Tunisian raid was perplexing. The ambivalent U.S. reaction, ranging from initial support of the raid and its rationale to acquiescence in the Security Council condemnation and the condolences to Tunisia despite its toleration of terrorist operations, undercut the U.S. counterterror posture. This would soon change as U.S. concern with terrorist threats increased dramatically.
The a Achille Lauro" and the U.S. Response
Palestinian terrorists seized the Italian cruise ship "Achille Lauro" on October 7,1985 and held it, demanding release of 50 Palestinian prisoners in Israel, until October 9, when Palestinian intermediaries ordered them to leave the ship. The terrorists had botched their plan to seize the ship in an Israeli port. After terrorizing the crew and passengers, the "pirates" brutally killed an American Jew, Leon Klinghofer. Having first found refuge in Egypt, the terrorists were in an Egyptian plane en route to another Arab country when U.S. Navy planes intercepted their aircraft and forced it to land at a U.S./NATO base in Sicily. The United States had captured not only the accused highjackers but Mohammed Abbas, head of the PLO faction known as the Palestine Liberation Front. Abbas had originally held himself out as a mediator who had ended the highjacking. By the time of the U.S. intercept it was believed that Abbas was, in fact, the mastermind of the affair and that his motive was to extricate his incompetent subordinates from an embarrassing situation, a belief since confirmed by the Italian courts. Unfortunately, the.Italian authorities permitted Abbas to escape, thereby failing in their responsibilities under the Italian-American extradition treaty.
The American response to the "Achille Lauro" maritime highjacking reflected the frustrations experienced in the seizure by terrorists of TWA flight 847 in June 1985 and the 17-day ordeal of 39 U.S. hostages, as well as the murder of Navy enlisted man Robert Stethem. In that incident the terrorists were demanding release of over 700 Lebanese held by the Israelis as terrorist suspects.
When the American hostages were released on June 31,1985, President Reagan said that those who killed American servicemen "must be held accountable" and that the United States would "fight back" against international terrorism.
19 Secretary of State Shultz laid down a fourpoint U.S. antiterrorist policy: making no concessions to terrorists; improved intelligence; "defensive" measures such as improved security at airports and U.S. embassies; and "active defenses" that would impose "costs" on terrorists and help "pre-empt and interdict" them. 20 The last of these policy elements resembled Israeli preventive/attrition strategies.
However, no U.S. military retaliation was forthcoming against Lebanese terrorist factions, thought to be Hezbollah Shiites. A White House spokesman observed: "Vengeance is not a satisfactory basis for policy Hezbollah lives in urban areas. It is manifestly infeasible, and they know it, to conduct violent raids against them." 21 In the aftermath of the TWA Flight 847 ordeal, therefore, the United States was thinking in terms of preventive/attrition attacks on terrorists but frustrated by lack of certain knowledge of the identity and location of the terrorists who had attacked U.S. servicemen, nationals, and interests as well as by scruples with respect to targets in which the terrorists would be surrounded by civilians.
The challenge of terrorism was again made clear on December 27, 1985. Terrorists attacked the El Al counters in the Rome and Vienna airports, killing 20 civilians, including five Americans, one of whom was an 11-year-old girl. Well over a hundred were injured in the attacks. Libyan leader Moammar Gadhafi, whose country apparently had pro- vided bases for these terrorists, pronounced their actions "heroic." 22 Evidence pointed to the renegade Palestinian terrorist Abu Nidal as the probable source of the attacks. At the end of 1985, Reagan Administration spokesmen were saying that it would be "fine with us" if Israel were to take military action against sources of terrorism. 23 On January 2, 1986 President Reagan denounced Gadhafi threats of terrorist attacks on "Americans in their own streets," condemning Gadhafi and "fellows who think it's all right to shoot 11-year-old girls."
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The Hussein-Arafat Negotiations Throughout the period described there were attempts by King Hussein of Jordan to bring the PLO into a posture of co-operation in joint Jordanian-Palestinian peace initiatives. King Hussein's efforts had been intensive in 1985 but, as so many times in the past, had come to nothing.
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One troubling aspect of Palestinian behavior has been the apparent rise of terrorism in response to, in effect, the threat of peace. The Israeli government claimed in mid-October 1985 that the surge of PLO terrorist activity coincided with Hussein's efforts to being Arafat into a peace process. 26 Whether this resulted from the actions of anti-Arafat PLO factions and/or the notorious adamant opposition of Syria to Hussein's initiatives, from lack of control over small groups operating independently, or from contradictory policies within Arafat's mainstream PLO, we do not know. In any event, by October 1985 Hussein's year-long efforts were frustrated at a time when he was carrying on "quiet diplomacy" with Israel's Peres. At the same time Britain gave up on talks with the PLO, which had refused to admit Israel's right to exist. Renewed Hussein-Arafat talks failed once more in February 1986 with Hussein accusing Arafat of having broken his word after being assured of U.S. concessions to facilitate progress. terrorism. The other was his claim to sovereignty over the Gulf of Sidra. The headlands of the Gulf of Sidra are ten times further apart than the 24 miles prescribed for national bays by international law. Moreover, the Gulf of Sidra is not a "historic bay" long recognized as such, since Gadhafi only claimed sovereignty over it in 1973 and maritime states have been navigating in it as part of the high seas immemorially.
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The U.S. Navy had challenged Gadhafi's claims by holding "freedom of navigation" (FON) exercises in the Gulf of Sidra (1973, 1979, attacks were deemed sufficiently serious to provoke substantial Israeli counterterror operations.
The first major counterterror operation by Israel after October 1,1985 was in the first week of December 1985. After Katyusha rockets fell in West Galilee, the Israel Defense Forces (IDF) struck deep into Lebanon in a search-and-arrest operation in which five terrorists were killed and a number of suspects captured. Israel claimed to have foiled preparations for imminent terrorist attacks.
On January 29, 1986 terrorists infiltrated from Jordan, the first to do so since 1981. They were killed in a fight in which two IDF soldiers were killed. This rare infiltration from Jordan underscores the success of the policies of the 1960s, which by Black September 1970 had convinced Hussein that the PLO, in addition to threatening his reign, brought unacceptable damage on Jordan.
On February 15, 1986 a bomb exploded in a commuter bus in a Tel Aviv suburb, slightly injuring six persons. Up to this point, in the period studied there were only a handful of assaults on individual Israelis by terrorists.
A terrorist ambush in South Lebanon resulted in the killing of two pro-Israeli militiamen and the capture of two IDF soldiers, February 17, 1986. This incident demonstrates the complexity of counterterror operations. There is a difference between a terrorist attack on a commuter bus near Tei Aviv and a terrorist ambush of an Israeli patrol in the Israeli "security zone" in South Lebanon. Moreover, the enemy in this instance may well have been some Shiite Muslim faction rather than the PLO. Thus, this kind of counterterror activity may be quite remote from the main war with the PLO and, hence, from the effects of the raid on PLO headquarters in Tunis. The ambush led to a huge, unsuccessful IDF search in South Lebanon for the two IDF soldiers, February 17-22, in which there were several fire fights with South Lebanese Muslim forces, February 19 and 22.
Unidentified gunmen attacked Israeli diplomats and their wives in Cairo, March 19, 1986, killing one woman and wounding three Israelis. On March 27 rockets fired by PLO terrorists hit a schoolyard in Kiryat Shemona. Shortly thereafter the IAF attacked PLO targets near Sidon. Israel stated that the attacks were not in retaliation for the Kiryat Shemona attacks but were part of a continuing strategy to disrupt terrorist activity in South Lebanon. In November 1986 the fatal stabbing of a yeshiva student provoked anti-Arab riots in Jerusalem that were repressed with difficulty. When two Jewish brothers were stabbed to death in the Old City on December 17, 1986, the Israeli security forces managed to prevent serious rioting. This violence seemed to have little connection with PLO terrorist operations. Throughout this period and the early months of 1987, Arab protests around universities and elsewhere led to confrontations, violence, and some Arab casualties inflicted by Israeli security forces.
By December 23, 1986 the PLO had established itself firmly near Sidon. Arafat's forces were returning to areas from which they had been expelled in the 1982 war, over the vigorous opposition of Amai and much of the indigenous population, which feared the resumption of Israeli counterterror attacks on the PLO. Throughout this period a number of American and other Western nationals were held hostage, apparently by Shiite Hezbollah, pro-Iranian terrorists, in developments essentially distinct from the main course of the war between the PLO and Israel.
Israeli helicopter gunships attacked Muslim militia bases in the Bekaa Valley, just north of the Israel-proclaimed "security zone," December 24, 1986. The targets were "used by terrorist organizations as a departure base for attacks," according to the Israelis. 42 The Israeli Navy intercepted ships bound from Cyprus to Lebanon on January 3, 1987 in efforts to interdict the flow of Palestinians back into Lebanon.
On January 4 and 9 the IAF attacked terrorist bases in Lebanon, the attack on the 9th having the additional goal of assisting the anti-PLO fighting by Lebanese Muslims. Throughout February and March 1987, Israeli operations were mainly of two kinds: support of the pro-Israeli South Lebanese Army in the "security zone" and of Lebanese factions resisting the PLO's attempts to return and to re-create some kind of "state-within-a-state" in Lebanon.
The lull in PLO terrorist attacks in Israel and the occupied territories ended on April 19, 1987 . PLO infiltrators on a hostage-taking mission were intercepted inside Israel's northern border. In the fighting three infiltrators and two IDF soldiers were killed. This was the first attempted infiltration of the area by the PLO in more than a year. Israel reacted with an air strike against a building outside of Tyre that was used to plan terrorist attacks. The Israelis interpreted this operation by the PLO as an effort by Yasir Arafat to demonstrate his commitment to the war with Israel on the eve of the critical meeting of the Palestine National Council in Algiers, April 20-25. 43 At the Algiers meeting PLO unity was restored and Arafat's leadership re-established when the mainstream A detailed, sophisticated analysis of the significance of events following October 1, 1985 would require greater detail and elaboration as well as comparison with the experiences of other periods. No effort has been made in the foregoing summary to estimate civilian casualties in Israeli counterterror attacks. Available figures from opposing sources vary greatly and it is difficult to distinguish noncombatants from combatants. Among noncombatants it is hard to separate people closely related to PLO operations by their own choice and people who simply had the bad fortune to live in an area chosen by the PLO as a base. It appears that in the operations mentioned there were no cases of extreme collateral damage-but this is a judgment that could be challenged if reliable data from objectives sources was available.
I believe that the essential elements necessary for normative analysis of Israeli counterterror deterrence/defense strategies can be found in the summary presented here. It should be noted that most of the typical forms of terrorist/counterterrorist interaction, including the multiple and often conflicting terrorist actors, are present in the summary sample. The Israeli and American counterterror strategies will now be evaluated in terms of the criteria of modern just-war doctrine.
ISRAEL'S COUNTERTERROR STRATEGY: A JUST-WAR ANALYSIS
My just-war analyses are organized as follows:
Jus ad bellum
Competent Authority Just Cause Comparative justice Proportionality in the light of probability of success Exhaustion of peaceful alternatives Right Intention
Jus in bello Proportion Discrimination
Jus ad bellum Competent Authority. There is no question about the competent authority of the Israeli government to carry out the counterterror measures described. They reflect long-standing policy, supported, indeed demanded, by the Israeli people.
Just Cause. While opinions vary about the merits of the Arab-Israeli conflict, it is widely accepted and assumed here that Israel exists as a state and has a right of legitimate self-defense. The comparative justice of the adversaries in this conflict is also a matter of controversy. However, at least some of the Arab states most opposed to Israel's existence, e.g. Syria, Iraq, and Libya, have very unjust regimes and their victory over Israel by any combination of direct or indirect aggression would be fatal to Israeli society. In Israel's war with the PLO this consideration is less important, given the modest prospects of a total PLO victory.
Israel's self-defense as a just cause is not, as in the case of the United States' defense against terrorism, an occasional and marginal matter. Israel is at war with the PLO, which is pledged to the elimination of the "Zionist entity."
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Israel's probability of success in this war with the PLO is high and, given the goals of the PLO, Israel's counterterror means are proportionate to the end of preserving the Jewish state and relieving its population from the constant threat of terrorism. This view of jus ad bellum proportionality, of course, does not predetermine the proportionality of discrete self-defense measures such as that of the October 1, 1985 raid on PLO headquarters in Tunisia. This must be evaluated under the jus in bello.
The condition that peacefui alternatives to war be reasonably exhausted is well met during this period by Peres' quiet diplomacy with King Hussein and the United States, diplomacy that went far beyond previous approaches to make possible joint Jordanism/Palestinian (but not PLO) negotiations and explored the controversial concept of an international conference including the Soviet Union. Hussein's conclusion was that the PLO made any progress impossible.
Right Intention. Israel displayed right intention by limiting its counterterror operations to the functional necessities of deterrence and defense and by holding out the prospect of alleviation of the conflict through negotiations. During this time anti-Arab sentiments and violence in Israel, aroused by Arab terrorist attacks in Israel and the West Bank, were suppressed firmly by the Israeli government.
Jus in bello
Proportion. The purpose of Israeli counterterror measures described here was to deter further terrorist attacks and to inflict damage on the terrorists' forces, bases, and infrastructure, as well as on local populations and states that lent their support to terrorist operations. These measures appear to have been successful.
There was a 19-month decline in terrorist attacks, both in terms of total numbers and of particularly provocative attacks such as the Larnaca incident, after the October 1, 1985 Israeli raid on PLO headquarters in Tunisia. The picture is necessarily less clear in Lebanon, because there the Israelis are trying to deter and defend against various PLO and Lebanese factions and are obliged to intervene on behalf of the South Lebanese Army in the "security zone." Nevertheless, the overall magnitude of the fighting in Lebanon has been modest. The Israeli counterter-ror and/or counterguerilla actions described seem to have been effective in minimizing terrorist attacks from Lebanon.
If this assessment is valid, there is a strong case for accepting these counterterror measures as proportionate. They have been proportionate both to the goal of deterring terrorist attacks and to the goal of inflicting counterforce damage on the terrorists as part of a preventive/attrition strategy. Suggestions that the Tunis raid was disproportionate because it hurt the "peace process" may be answered with Peres' reply that the price of pursuing an unpromising peace process should not be passive acceptance of terrorist killing of Jews.
Discrimination. As against those who interpret the principle of discrimination, i.e. the prohibition against direct intentional attacks on noncombatants and nonmilitary targets, with the assistance of the principle of double effect, I consider an act discriminate if it is aimed at a military target and if the collateral damage it produces is proportionate to the military necessity of attacking the target.
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In the Tunisian raid the targets were the headquarters of the PLO and of Force 18. In these headquarters the mainstream PLO terrorist strategies were formulated, ordered, and supported. These were clearly legitimate military targets. The substantial civilian casualties undoubtedly included a number of people who worked for the PLO in one capacity or another. Many of the casualties were police apparently assigned to the area by the Tunisian government. The headquarters of an organization engaged in planning and initiating terrorist attacks against Israel and the occupied territories, as well as international terrorism such as the highjacking of the "Achille Lauro," is as much a war zone as any command and control center in a conventional war. It can be assumed that most persons living and working close to such a headquarters choose to take on the risks of enemy attacks in an ongoing war.
Evaluation of the extent to which the principle of discrimination was respected in the Israeli counterterror operations in Lebanon is more difficult than in the case of the raid on the PLO's Tunisian headquarters. The Israeli actions covered a wide area whose diverse populations had varying relations with the PLO, ranging from direct support to reluctant acquiescence under coercion to PLO activities. When innocent people have been injured simply because they had the bad fortune to live in areas used by the PLO, two arguments are advanced in justification of the collateral damage caused by counterterror operations. The first is that the terrorist organization must share responsibility for this damage because it has deliberately colocated its bases with civilian centers; in effect, it is hiding behind innocent people. The United States takes the same position as does Israel on this issue. A belligerent cannot spare important legitimate military targets because the enemy has located them in civilian areas.
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Second, the concept of counterterror deterrence assumes that over time civilians unwillingly coexisting with terrorists will demand that their government remove the source of danger. If their own government is unwilling or unable to do so, local people may organize their own militias to resist continued terrorist activities carried on in their neighborhoods. This has happened repeatedly in Lebanon, where there has been no government sufficiently strong to control and/or eject the PLO for many years.
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Notwithstanding these two arguments, the Israeli counterterror operations in Lebanon do raise questions about the extent to which the principle of discrimination is respected. In order to answer these questions, one would have to conduct a number of case-by-case reviews to determine the extent of civilian damage and the relation of the civilians involved to the terrorists.
Two kinds of cases come to mind. In the first case, the IDF raids a village in South Lebanon from which terrorist attacks have been emanating. Suspects are detained, buildings are blown up, many people are interrogated. Presumably, all this is done on the basis of good intelligence. Nevertheless, it is certainly possible that innocent people and their property may be harmed in such an operation. One would want to know how much care was taken to minimize such harm and then a judgment would have to be made concerning the proportionality of damage done to innocent noncombatants and their property to the legitimate necessities of the operation. After studying a number of such cases, one could make a judgment about the pattern of counterterror operations and the extent to which they generally conformed to the principle of discrimi- 
nation.
A second kind of case is presented when the Israelis attack PLO targets by air. Quite often these targets are described as "refugee camps" and it is assumed that the strikes involve direct intentional attacks on noncombatants. However, the Palestinian "refugee camps" in Lebanon are also fortified complexes that have been the scene of major battles with Lebanese factions as well as with the Israelis. If target selection is good and reasonable efforts are made to minimize collateral damage, an air attack on a "refugee camp" can be discriminate. To the extent that there is collateral damage, responsibility must be shared by the PLO, which colocates its military facilities with refugee camps.
The preventive/attrition attacks conducted by the Israelis during the period described were overwhelmingly counterforce in character. They were directed at legitimate military targets for the purpose of reducing the PLO's capabilities for waging terrorist warfare and to deter the use and/or support of terrorism. I would consider that these measures were both proportionate and discriminate. That they were effective is demonstrated by the fact that terrorist activity against Israel, as well as against other targets, declined markedly after the Tunis raid and seem to have been kept at a modest level in Lebanon by relatively minor Israeli counterterror operations. There is no question of the United States being defeated and its people subjected to unjust treatment, as there is, for example, in the justwar analysis of nuclear deterrence. The just cause was self-defense. It was not the classic self-defense of a state's independence and territorial integrity. This is a new, emerging kind of self-defense that may be invoked by any state that is threatened with recurring terrorist attacks against its diplomats and diplomatic facilities, its armed forces and foreign military bases, its nationals, its international commercial interests, its airlines, and its shipping.
It is clearly a matter of case-by-case judgment whether the incidence and seriousness of terrorist attacks on a state's nationals and interests warrant recourse to armed force against states from which these attacks emanate. The U.S. government agonized for years over the threat caused by Libyan support for anti-American terrorism and over the broader issues of military responses to terrorism. There was great concern over the standard for evaluating evidence of support for terrorism and the level of terrorist activity resulting from such support that would justify an American military reaction. The United States seems to have wanted a kind of "smoking gun" incident that would clearly link Gadhafi to a particularly egregious terrorist attack against the U.S. The Berlin disco attack and the evidence of Gadhafi's role in it was considered to be such a "smoking gun" incident. Indeed, President Reagan was criticized for revealing too much about the evidence he possessed at the risk of disclosing the sources and methods of U.S. intelligence.
The just-war condition of proportionality of the coercive means to the just cause in the light of probability of success is much more critical in the American than in the Israeli case. Israel has no choice but to react to terrorism. The United States has choices, since the threat and damage of terrorism, while significant, are not unendurable. Libya and the United States are not at war in the sense that Israel and the PLO are at war. Indeed, the situation was very much like the classic setting for "measures short of war" in the form of "reprisals" which were not intended to be part of a continuing war but were discrete instances of self-help in the form of limited military coercion.
The UN Security Council (at times with American concurrence) has denied the legal permissibility of such a return to the old-fashioned military reprisals. Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher has declared that they are illegal, a view she apparently abandoned when she gave the United States permission to fly the F-llls from Britain in the Libyan raid.
52 That legal view is not persuasive. There is no reason why selfdefense cannot be limited to a few discrete occasions of recourse to force, if they are thought to suffice, rather than wage a full-scale war. In this regard, the U.S. case is more interesting and of broader application than the case of Israel.
No other country has Israel's security problem. Most victims of terrorism are not threatened by forces that have any plausible hope of victory to the extent of eliminating the target state or regime. States victimized by terrorism-whether Britain threatened by the IRA, France attacked by a variety of Middle East terrorists, the Federal Republic of Germany plagued by antiestablishment terrorists, or, for that matter, the Soviet Union were it to experience racial or ethnic violent resistance-are not likely to wage a full-scale war against states harboring and supporting the terrorists that attack them. They might, however, take measures comparable to the U.S. raid on Libya. As a general proposition, prescinding from the international-law jus ad bellum which has proved to be inadequate to meet this rampant security threat, a good case could be made for self-help/self-defense measures that are limited to whatever level is deemed proportionate to the task.
Since the U.S. raid on Libya was an isolated instance of recourse to force, its proportionality must be judged primarily in jus ad bellum terms. The jus in bello requirement of proportionality tends here to be subsumed into the jus ad bellum requirement. On the positive side, the raid now appears to have been justified as a deterrent demonstration, since Libyan support for anti-American terrorism, whatever it may continue to be, has not resulted in any continuation of the wave of terrorist attacks that preceded it. The United States, moreover, claims that it had evidence of a great number of pending terrorist attacks on American and allied targets. These threatened attacks never eventuated. This was partly the case, the United States asserted, because of the preventive/attrition effects of the American raid. Additionally, it may reasonably be assumed that the shock of the raid, particularly on the dictator Gadhafi, contributed substantially to deterrence of terrorism. At the jus ad bellum level, the main negative effect of the raid would be its possible effect on the policies of Middle East states that are important to any prospective peace process. Here Reagan could invoke an argument borrowed from Peres. How many Americans must be killed by terrorists whom the Middle East states support or at least tolerate in order to pursue the elusive peace process?
With respect to the just-war requirement of exhaustion of peaceful alternatives, the United States claims that every effort was made to organize collective political-economic coercive measures sufficient to discourage Gadhafi's support of terrorism. These efforts failed, much as efforts to organize military collective resistance to aggression have often failed. There was no prospect of obtaining anything like the kind of serious collective nonmilitary sanctions against Gadhafi that would have turned him away from the sponsorship of terrorism. Indeed, this experience epitomizes the dilemma of counterterrorism. For a great variety of reasons, states decline to take the hard measures that would make possible broad fronts against terrorists and those who support or tolerate them. This reduces the victim of terrorism to a choice between unilateral military action against the sources of terrorism or acceptance of the inevitability of continuing vulnerability to terrorist attacks.
Right Intention. The United States attempted to convey its right intention by limiting its military action to the source of terrorist activity and emphasizing that its quarrel was with Gadhafi and his active support of terrorism and not with the Libyan people.
Jus in bello
Proportion. Viewed as a military operation, the U.S. raid on Libyan military targets was certainly proportionate. The targets were all either directly related to terrorist activities or were part of Libyan defenses that needed to be neutralized to assure success of the raid.
Discrimination. Serious efforts were taken to ensure that the attacks on Libyan military targets would be discriminate. Oil-field installations were not bombed because they were not directly related to terrorist operations and because of the danger to civilians, including foreigners, working in or near them. Targets near residential areas were avoided but, as seems to be inevitable in air attacks, some bombs went astray, causing damage to civilians and civilian targets.
The rules of engagement laid down for the mission were impressive and there is every reason to believe that they were followed to the best of the ability of the American pilots. Indeed, when one reads these ROEs and the rationales for target selection in Hays Parks's authoritative account of the raid, one is struck by the progress that has been made in incorporating normative considerations integrally into the planning and conduct of U.S. military operations. The Israeli and American counterterror deterrence/defense measures met the standards of just-war doctrine. Their costs have been proportionate to the positive results. Collateral damage has been minimized by the explicit intentions and efforts of those ordering and conducting counterterror operations. Indeed, the contrast between the counterterrorists' efforts at ensuring proportion and discrimination and the terrorists' efforts, strongly encouraged by states such as Libya, to maximize damage to innocent civilians is stark. This is as it should be but not to be taken for granted.
Despite much concern over the effects of these counterterror measures on relations with Middle East states and the "peace process," it appears from the experience of 1986 that very significant contacts and negotiations are possible in the wake of major counterterror measures. What has most hindered better Middle East relations and the peace process has been terrorism, state support of terrorism, and the intractable refusal 63 Parks, who participated in the planning of the Libyan raid as law-of-war adviser, states: "While terrorism depends on the indiscriminate attack of innocent civilians, U.S. planning would emphasize discrimination and proportionality. At no time was Libya's civilian population (nor civilian objects) considered as a possible target for intentional attack by U.S. military forces." He elaborates with details as to the principles followed in planning and conducting the raid ("Crossing the Line" 47).
of those whose main instrument of policy is terrorism to consider seriously the alternatives of good-faith negotiations.
These conclusions manifestly differ from those of the UN Security Council and from those of persons who persist in propping up an international-law jus ad bellum which is not only ineffective but unjust. Just-war doctrine, on the other hand, makes possible normative evaluations of counterterror strategies that are both realistic and, in my view, just.
